The effects of contested divorce on children’s emotional state based on their family drawings and life quality.
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Abstract

The aim of this study: Understanding children and adolescents who experienced contested divorce, focusing on the aspects of their emotional experiences in the family, their overall mood and quality of life. Method: Comparing children who experienced contested divorce with those who live in a complete family, based on drawing tests and questionnaires (Inventar zur Erfassung der Lebensqualität bei Kindern und Jugendlichen – ILK). There were 21 people in the examined group and 21 in the control group. The answers to the questionnaires (ILK) gave us information about life quality, while drawing tests showed the bonding patterns inside families and the extent of family dissonance. Results: Looking at family ties, based in the ILK questionnaire we did not find any differences between the examined group and the control group. However, drawings of the examined group held more signs of dissonance than the control group’s. In the case of bonding there wasn’t significant difference between the groups. In the examined group, the signs of dissonance and bonding signs showed correlation. Conclusions: Signs of dissonance in drawings apparently show that family disharmony has a strong impact on children and adolescents. Contradictory results in the questionnaire point out that while children might not express verbally their issues with the family, projective drawing tests susceptibly mark those feelings.
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Introduction

The effect of divorce on children

In these days several researches can be found that focus on divorce and the effects of divorce on children [1-3]. Amato [4] used meta-analysis to study the difference between children with married and divorced parents. In result it turned out that children with divorced parents scored significantly lower regarding their academic achievement, conduct, psychological adjustment, self-concept and social relations. Divorce affects not only the child’s present but their future as well. Amato and Sobolewski [5] studied people with divorced parents for seventeen years. The results show that marital conflict and divorce has an impact on the child’s adulthood, which is influenced by the relationship with each parent. Besides this, there are quite a few factors that determine the experiences forming in a person during a divorce. Such factor for example is the dynamics of the family. Based on research [6], children whose family lacks of serious conflicts and loud fights tend to experience divorce a bigger tragedy than those whose family is the other way around [7,8] emphasizes the fact that more and more children grow up with only one parent. They observed that because of the instable family structure these children and adolescents are more likely to violate rules, have poorer social networks, start abusing alcohol and drugs sooner, or move away from home earlier. Next to these Potter [3] mentions worse educational achievement as the result of negative effects.

Arkes [9] examined children with divorced parents from the age 7 to 14. He was interested in the change of their academic performance: mathematics, reading and literacy. Comparing this to the Behavioral Problems Index (BPI) filled out by these children's mother, it turned out that divorce and marital conflict both have a measurable effect on children’s educational achievements and behavioral problems. Issues start 2-4 years before the divorce and remain or intensify after it [9]. During their meta-analysis [10] found that children of divorced parents are exposed to more dangers. They are more likely to use drugs, commit crimes, start their sexual life early, have relationship problems, and get married too soon, usually below 20 years [10]. The same was verified in the research of Anderson [11]. He found that divorced parents have damaged relationships with their offsprings and this is why they are endangered: they start living their sexual life sooner, they are less likely to get married, but if they do, they are more likely to get divorced. Their educational achievement is worse and Anderson could even prove that these children are less healthy than those who grow up in a complete family [11]. Stoschein [12] included 2418 children in his research which focused on the time of the divorce, as well as the second and the fourth year after it. Based on interviewing parents it became clear that the interaction between the precedent of parents parting and family disfunction indicates that the antisocial behaviour of the child decreases if marriage in outstandingly disfunctional families comes to an end [12]. Paquette [13] used is own research to define the difference between the importance of a mother and a father and the father. It is known that while discovering the environment children return to their mothers for “emotional fuel”, but from this study
it becomes clear that the children’s openness to the world is facilitated by their fathers. Therefore the presence of both parents is equally needed for the children’s healthy development. Danckaerts [14] think that life quality is described by the subjectively perceived role in life, through one’s psychological, physical and social functioning. Several things affect the quality of life, such as family, friends, culture, and social economic state or [15]. In this research we also focus on life quality in divorced and complete families as well.

In our research we focus on inspecting the mental state of children who experienced contested divorce. Uncertainty and instability are one of the main characteristics of this event. Uncertainty can be caused by the environment, social expectations and the person’s cognitive processes and formal experiences [16]. Their results support our idea that divorce, especially contested divorce might cause or increase the feeling of uncertainty in children. Uncertainty has a lot of elements and we can assume its presence from many signs. Projective drawing tests for example are a great way to detect such feelings. During these tests one is totally free to express themselves and the final picture holds lots of information including the feelings of this person. For instance, it is a telltale if the size of the drawing is a lot different than most drawings. It counts as a markable difference if the size of the drawing is smaller or bigger by 25% than the average. This sign is related to self-expansion and self-esteeem. Based on several researches a small drawing in projective drawing test leads to the conclusion that the person feels themselves small and inadequate and their response to the challenges of life is driven by their low self-esteem [17]. Baltrusch [18] thought that a drawing’s small size is parallel with the drawer’s uncertainty. Drawing tests are particularly beneficial when monitoring children’s mental state because their drawings hold more signs than adults’, especially those’ who have psychological issues [19]. Children are able to use colours on purpose, pairing sympathetic characters with colours they like and negative characters with colours they like less [20]. Besides colours the way of representing the members of the family is also considered symbolical. Missing or huge body parts, irrational elements and the absence of femininity are all signs of uncertain bonding. Internalization problems are detectable through bizarre elements in girls’ drawings, while in boys’ drawings through the distance from the mother, the placement of figures and the presence of odd objects [21]. Securely bonding children draw ground and represent the members of the family proportionally. In insecure-avoiding children’s drawings the figures are small and floating, ambivalent/resistant children usually draw too big or encapsulated figures, figures separated with a wall or figures with missing body parts [22]. Researchers can detect bonding issues by examining drawings, and it works the other way around too: Fury, Carlson and Stroufe [23] were able to predict the signs of children’s drawings by knowing their early bonding patterns. Parent’s behavior, family chaos and disharmony show on children’s drawings as well. For the optimal development everyday disorganization is more harmful than periodic instability [24]. Based on many researchers’ work it is safe to say that in most cases divorce in itself has a negative impact on children’s mental state. The change of circumstances creates situations out of the ordinary to which parents must help adapt. However, during a contested divorce the behavior of the parents presumably isn’t always beneficial for the child. All this represents itself in the child’s general mood, attitude and drawings. In this research we examine these psychic characteristics and changes.

Participants

The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of University of Karoli Gaspar, Hungary. The parents of each child and children older than 14 years included into this study provided written informed consent after being informed of the nature of the study. Children under 14 years received both written and oral information about the project.

Study participants were recruited from Vecsés City Local Government Department of Children and Family Services, Vecsés, Hungary. Inclusion criteria was: children had to be less than 18 years old and previously participate in the investigation of a forensic expert hence the contested divorce (contested divorce group). In Hungary the jury will subrogate a forensic expert if during the divorce trial parents do not find agreement. Members of the control group from the same age was recruited from the local community by word of mouth; for both examined groups, the exclusion criterion was having had a diagnosis of mental illness in the medical history. Additionally, in the control group, the exclusion criterion was any current or previous psychological or psychiatric treatment in the medical history. It was also a criterion that the trial of the divorce ended 1, 5 years ago, excluding the possibility that the crisis situation is still ongoing. Control group: children whose parents are still together.

Measures

Measure of Quality of Life for Children and Adolescents(ILK). QoL was measured by the Hungarian version of the ILK scale [25,26]. The ILK scale evaluated 6 domains of QoL: school, family, peer relations, time spent alone, somatic and mental health, and general QoL using 7 items. Both self-report (child version: participants < 12 years old; adolescent version: participants ≥ 12 years old) and the parent version of ILK were used. The adolescent and the parent versions of the ILK used a 5-point Likert scale (1=less impairment, 5=the most serious impairment), while the child version of the scale used faces expressing emotions (laughing, smiling, neutral, sad, and crying) for the evaluation of the items. High scores indicate low levels of QoL. Reliabilities of the self-rated and parent report versions of the measure in the present sample were good to very good (α=0.76 and 0.85 respectively).

Family drawings

During the analysis of drawing tests we focused on the signs in family drawings. We made a scale regarding the number of those signs that marked bonding damages and dissonance. Adding these two factors together we also observed the damage of the sense of security [23, 27]. The coding was done by three students separately; final data were created after consensus had been made. Signs of bonding damages: distance from mother, distance from father, openness of arms, missing body parts, self-position, filling space. Signs of dissonance: Facial expressions, proportion of figures, presence of ground, firmness of lines, exaggerated body parts, bizarre elements. We differed these...
signs in a way that is showed in Tables 1 and 2 and then sorted them in groups.

Interpretation of the bonding scale based on the signs of the drawing: 1: securely bonding, 0-5 signs 2: unsecurely bonding, 6-10 signs, 3: serious issues with bonding, ambivalence, more than 11 signs. Interpretation of family dissonance based on the signs of the drawing: 1: healthy family atmosphere, 0-5 signs, 2: family disharmony, 6-10 signs, 3: strongly dysfunctional family atmosphere, more than 11 signs. Thus we rated the number of signs referring to unsecure bonding and family disharmony. The more signs the drawing had the bigger number it got on our scale.

Statistics
The results of the parent QoL were examined with procedures that tested stochastic equality. First we made a new variable by adding together the answers of mothers and fathers and then we ran the tests. To compare the integrated points of QoL we chose the Mann-Whitney test, but because the O’Brien and Levene tests showed damage we used the rate of the Fligner-Policello-test with Wilk’s degrees of freedom and the Brunner-Munzel test. The answers of children regarding their relationships inside the family were tested with the Fligner-Policello test because of the damage of the variances’ homogenity. To analyse family drawings we used an ordinal variable with four categories so we added together the answers of mothers and fathers and then we ran the Khi-square test, Fisher-exakt test and Kendall gamma test.

Results
42 children and adolescents were included in the study. The mean age of the participants was 10,62 years (SD = 3,354, children and adolescents were included in the study. The mean age of the participants was 10,62 years (SD = 3,354, range: 5-17 years) in the contested divorce group (N=21) and mean age of the participants was 10,76 years (SD=2,897, range: 6-17 years) in the control group (N=21). The two groups did not differ significantly in age (t(206)=1.808, p=0,072).

**Differences in QoL between the contested divorce and control group**
Life quality of children and adolescents who have smooth experienced contested divorce was examined referring to their family, so that we could compare it with the results of drawing tests. Children’s life quality connected to their relationships inside the family did not show difference between the examined group and the control group neither in the case of children (FPW(32,4)=0,796 (p=0,4318)) nor parents (FPW(32,4)=0,796 (p=0,4318)).

**Differences in signs of dissonance between the contested divorce and control group**
During the analysis of dissonance signs in drawings we found significant, medium strong difference (p=0,0132*). This means that those children and adolescents, who did not experience contested divorce, had significantly lower signs in their family drawing tests than those who did (Figure 1).

Here are some of the dissonance signs highlighted and illustrated. A quite common sign was the lack of smiles, often in case of the examined child themselves (Figure 2).

Insecure lines were also a typical sign, which is well showed in Figure 3.

In this drawing (Figure 3) all three signs that were mentioned above can be found and on top of them there are the father’s disproportionately long legs and the encapsulated figures. The latter is also a sign referring to the damage of bonding. Further signs like this are the neutral or negative facial expressions of family members, the figure’s distorted proportions compared to reality, the lack of ground or floating figures, the line’s firmness being too light or too strong. Exaggerated body parts, bizarre, scary, incomplete, irrational elements and objects occurred more frequently in the drawings of the contested divorce group.

**Table 1. Signs of bonding damages.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from father</th>
<th>Distance from mother</th>
<th>Openness of arms</th>
<th>Missing body parts</th>
<th>Self-position</th>
<th>Filling space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unreachable</td>
<td>Unreachable</td>
<td>Closed arms</td>
<td>1 body part missing from a family member</td>
<td>Slightly on the side</td>
<td>Half of the sheet is filled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figures standing between them</td>
<td>Figures standing between them</td>
<td>Child is far from everybody</td>
<td>1 body part missing from the child</td>
<td>Evidently on the side</td>
<td>Quarter of the sheet is filled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns away from child</td>
<td>Turns away from child</td>
<td>Encapsulated figure(s)</td>
<td>More than 1 person misses body part(s)</td>
<td>In the corner</td>
<td>Drawing is bigger than the sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated with a line</td>
<td>Separated with a line</td>
<td>Child does not have arms</td>
<td>Every family member is incomplete (arms, hands, legs, feet, torso, neck, head, eyes, mouth – ears don’t count because they are commonly left out)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not on the drawing</td>
<td>Not on the drawing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** This checklist represents a modified and expanded version of Kaplan and Main’s (1986) scoring criteria developed in Furi’s (1996) doctoral dissertation

**Table 2. Signs of dissonance.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facial expressions</th>
<th>Proportion of figures</th>
<th>Presence of ground</th>
<th>Firmness of the lines</th>
<th>Exaggerated body parts</th>
<th>Bizarre elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Someone's not smiling</td>
<td>Everyone's equal</td>
<td>No ground</td>
<td>Insecure, rushed or disorderly lines</td>
<td>Arms</td>
<td>Scary objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s not smiling</td>
<td>Switched proportion</td>
<td>Floating in different heights</td>
<td>Very firm pressure or scrabbling someone for the purpose of removing them</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>Incomplete elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noone's smiling</td>
<td>Extreme differences</td>
<td>Figures are turned away from each other (no up and down)</td>
<td>Human figure is unrecognisable</td>
<td>Head</td>
<td>Irrational elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone's aggressive (f.e. sharp teeth)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Longer/smaller body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** This checklist represents a modified and expanded version of Kaplan and Main’s (1986) scoring criteria developed in Furi’s (1996) doctoral dissertation
damage did not differ significantly between the two groups, though after splitting the groups based on age some differences were noticeable. Drawing signs that in our opinion showed insecure bonding were the distance from mother and father, separateness, closed arms, lack of hands or other body parts as well as the drawer segregating themselves from the family or using low percentage of space on the sheet. To examine the relation between the variables we used the Fisher-exact test, after adding together the groups that contained more signs. Testing the two age groups together Table 3a and 3b, showed that in the control group there were more drawings that had more than five signs referring to bonding damage, however the Fisher-exact test did not reveal significant difference (p=0.2060) (Figure 4).

**Differences between age groups based on the signs of family drawings**

During the analysis of children under the age of eleven the contingency table showed that in the control group there were less drawings with more than five signs referring to bonding damage, however the Fisher-exact test did not show significant difference (p=0.3665). In the case of children above the age of eleven the contingency table showed that in the control group there were more drawings that had more than five signs referring to bonding damage, though again, the Fisher-exact test did not reveal significant difference (p=0.2060), (Figures 5 and 6).

**Correspondence of dissonance and bonding signs in family drawings**

Family disharmony and signs referring to bonding damage proved to be attached in the case of children who experienced contested divorce. Signs that assume insecure bonding appear in those families that also show signs of family dissonance (7. graphic). The Kendall Gamma test revealed that in the contested divorce group the connection was significant (z=5.508, p=0.0000***, Kendall Gamma=0.910,) between the signs referring to dissonance and bonding damage. In the control group there was no such connection. In this group only two children showed moderate family dissonance, therefore we did not find significant connection (Figure 7).

**Assessment**

Based on the parents’ answers children’s life quality related...
to their relationships inside the family did not prove to be significantly different between the examined group and the control group. Even though the research shows that divorce can cause damage to the relationship between parent and child may suffer damage because of the divorce, after asking both children’s’ and parents’ opinion, we found that contested divorce and children drifting away from their family are not necessarily attached [28]. Based on the analysis of the life quality questionnaire of children and adolescents no differences appeared between those who experienced contested divorce, those who did not. This could let us come to the conclusion that (examining only the answers of the life questionnaires) divorce probably does not cause any damage to those functions of family relationships that satisfy psychological needs. But drawing tests showed different results. In this case we only found significant difference between the groups after analysing the dissonance signs of the drawings. Signs of bonding damage did not differ between the two groups. This means that signs of bonding damage showed in similar proportion in the drawings of those who experienced contested divorce and in the drawings of those whose parents are still in a relationship. The reason to this is probably that after divorce children tend to get closer to one of their family members. During the analysis of family drawing tests we found significant, medium strong difference between the number of dissonance signs of the examined group’s drawings and the control group’s. In the drawings of those children who experienced contested divorce there clearly were more signs referring to the absence of family harmony than in the drawings of the control group. Other researches that were based on drawing tests came to the same conclusion too. Roe [29] compared drawings of children living in different family structures. Children at the age of seven, living in complete, divorced, single parent and patch-work families were asked to draw their families. Those who lived with a step-parent or a single parent were more likely to not draw one or more family members, than those who lived with their biological parents. Stepparents, half siblings, or stepbrothers and stepsisters were more likely to be left out of the drawing than biological siblings. Family members that did not live with the examined child were more likely to not appear on the drawing, than those who lived with them. Children living with both of their biological parents tended to place their parents next to each other. Leaving the absence of the biological father or siblings who lived with the examined child – based on the mother’s narrative – was parallel with the difficulties of accepting the situation [29]. We illustrated the signs of dissonance in children’s drawings which we recorded in the “contested divorce” group. By this we introduced the most common signs that occurred in the examined group.

Other researchers also found connection between children’s mental state and drawing signs: they examined children who had difficulties with inclusion at institutions [21]. They analysed family drawing tests and the issues mentioned by a teacher. The strongest correlation was between inclusion issues and these drawing signs: lack of body parts or extra body parts, bizarre elements, lack of feminity. Among girls there was negative correlation between inclusion issues and the preserence of ground, positioning to the middle, closeness to both parents. Among boys there was positive correlation between poor conflict management and positioning to the middle, distance from mother, and occurrence of weird elements [21].

In every case family chaos is a bad influence to children’s mental state, but from the research of Zvara and colleagues [24] it turned out that everyday disorganization is more harmful than a temporary instable state. Our research confirms that contested divorce ruins the children’s feeling about their family being balanced. With this article we would like to raise
awareness in specialists so that in the aftermath of the divorce they focus on helping new families build inner harmony and make this difficult time only temporary. The result that the signs referring to insecure bonding were almost equal in the two groups is thought-provoking. This could be an explanation to the control group having such a big amount of signs of insecure bonding in the family drawings. The reason to the absence of significant difference could be that divorcers’ children do not bond more uncertainly or that divorce in itself does not cause bonding damage. It is an interesting result too that above the age of eleven the control group’s drawings held numerically more signs than the contested divorce group’s drawings. This could be defined by the general ambivalence of adolescents (see control group). At this age people’s relation to the world, to themselves, and to their parents becomes questionable. This phenomenon is less observable on the examined group’s adolescents. This means that those adolescents whose parents’ divorce with a lot of conflict are less likely to have the ability or be brave enough to get free from parental ties. In this case the adolescent crisis is less experienced by them in their child-parent relationship. As long as we are concerned, bonding signs appearing in drawing tests have not been have not been examined yet by comparing the population that experienced contested divorce and the population that did not. Children with ambivalent bonding tended to draw floating, small figures. Children with restrictive style showed other specific signs, such as too big and/or incapaculated figures, figures separated by a wall, missing body parts [22]. Another research used six scales, each with five rating points, to measure the latent effect of family dysfunction on children (similar to Fury: family pride/happiness, vulnerability, emotional distance, isolation, tension/anger, inverse role, pathological scales). They learnt that the unorganized, unstable, hard and intrusive parental behavior resulted in the child developing a negative inner model of family functioning and this had the highest rate of family dysfunction that showed on the drawing tests [24].

Our results did not verify the assumption that the parents’ contested divorce can cause bonding difficulties. At last our research confirms that in the contested divorce group’s drawings the signs of family dissonance and uncertain bonding are attached. So when the conflict inside the family becomes sensible for the child it can have a bad influence on their bonding style. Insecure bonding has many different reasons, as Hazan and Shaver wrote [30]. If we assume that bonding style is given (formed by the early parent-child relationship) then we can state that those children, who bond safely are less affected negatively by the disintegration of the family, and because of this they have fewer signs referring to family disharmony in their drawings. This confirms that secure bonding style which forms in early childhood is a protector in people’s lives [30,8].

It is very interesting that the questionnaires and the drawing tests showed different results. If we assume that in a divorced family full of parental conflict the atmosphere is disharmonic for the child, this assumption is confirmed by the drawings but not by the QoL questionnaire regarding life quality inside the family. If we compare the self-filling part’s purposive influencability with our drawing analysis’ influencability, the facts written above doubtlessly prove that drawing tests have the ability to reveal such components that in self-filling tests may be modified by the answerer. Our results could provide important information for specialists both in diagnostics and in therapy. During the diagnostic phase drawing tests could help create a more accurate identification of the child’s psychological state and their relation to their family members. While doing therapeutic work with adolescents, awareness needs to be raised to the fact that in the case of contested divorce the process of separation from the parents can come to a standstill. With this research we would like to draw specialist’s attention to help fresh families create inner harmony and make the phase after divorce merely temporary. It is an important factor at every age in therapy that if the child’s bonding in the original family was not secure then during the process of the divorce it is more likely for the therapist to observe disharmony in them and in their family. As a limitation of our research we mention that our examined group contained 21 children, which is considered a small sample. Therefore precise conclusion cannot be made. Despite this fact the results confirm that it is worth to continue the research, extending the current sample, in order to specify our conclusions.
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